Object Character Recognition in C# using Tesseract
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ABSTRACT

There are numerous difficulties in recognizing the textual data from the images and requires great attention. Typical OCR (optical character recognition) systems provide this facility to detect the textual data from that of image data. The text can also be in handwritten format. In this paper we propose the methods or API’s that are used in Visual Studio to detect the text from that of images. As Visual Studio only supports MSDN libraries and for this reason the other operations to be performed like, in text recognition Optical Character recognition (OCR) simply cannot be implemented without any elaborated API. These API’s are basically based on different libraries that are to be introduced in Visual Studio in order to use the predefined functions of these mentioned libraries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image processing is the analysis and manipulation of a digitized image, especially in order to improve its meaningful quality. C# is the most widely & recently used programming language that creates an environment to solve image processing disciplines. The Textual recognition from the image can be achieved by using the ‘OpenCV’, which is a library of programming functions mainly used at real time computer vision. Further this library crosses the platform that usually focuses on real time image processing. In C# OpenCV is added along with its wrapper emgu CV. This wrapper further is precisely written in C# and do not use unsafe code

2. EXTRACTING TEXT FROM IMAGE

A. Font based

The text can be detected from an image but with very less accuracy using OpenCV libraries. Most of the letters, words in this cannot be extracted from an image similarly the precise quality of the text extracted is also very low level. Most of the words either disappear or they are not shown completely in the required language.

B. Hand Written Text

In this another problem with OpenCV libraries is that they do not support handwritten text. That is handwritten text cannot be extracted from an image using OpenCV libraries. Even if the image is to be captured using a camera still handwritten text in image cannot be identified. The real challenge is that the adaptive Threshold () algorithm is needed to be implemented for the handwritten text to address the above mentioned problem within OpenCV in regard to the handwritten text, but this is an indeed a real challenge to do so.

C. Efficient API for C#

Tesseract is an OCR engine for the different operating systems. It is free software and was developed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 and further development has been sponsored by the Google since 2006. Tesseract is considered one of the most accurate open source OCR engines currently available. It is the most accurate OCR engine available now days. The Tesseract engine was originally developed as proprietary software at Hewlett Packard labs in Bristol, England and Greeley, Colorado between 1985 and 1994, with some meaningful changes made in 1996 to the ports to Windows, and also migration from C to C++ in 1998 [2] [10] [8]. Thus a lot of the code was written in C, and then some more was written in C++. Since then all the code has been converted to at least compile with a C++ compiler, although very little work was done in the following decade. It was then released as open source in 2005 by Hewlett Packard and the University of
Tesseract was in top three OCR engines in 1995. It was developed for Linux, Windows and Mac OS but due to limited resources it was only tested by Windows and Ubuntu [21]. Tesseract up to version 2 could only accept TIFF (tagged image file format) images including single column of text as input. Then with the version 3 output text formatting was also being supported by the Tesseract. There was a library called Lepontica used to add different image format in Tesseract. The initial version was only able to detect the English language from an image then with the version 2 and 3 it was able to detect English, Spanish, German, Italian and many more [3] [11] [16].

If Tesseract is to be used to read the text from right to left such as Arabic or Urdu then it will produce the results from in order that will be from left to right. The Quality of the output being produced from the Tesseract will be quite poor if the image is not preprocessed to suit it. The image should be properly scaled up to so that the text (x-height) is up to 20 pixels. If there are dark borders around the image they must be removed and rotation in the image must also be avoided. As due to the dark borders the Tesseract considers them as any text or special character which can result in the form of inaccurate output while the resizing of the image changes the resolution (the further details in this are elaborated in section 5 of this paper). Thus the image must be bright enough to be recognized otherwise no text will be recognized. Tesseract can also be used as a backend, which can help in solving more complicated OCR tasks including layout analysis by using a frontend such as OCRopus [20] [13].

Tesseract run from the Command Line Interface (CLI) and does not appear with GUI while there are many projects that provide us with GUI for the Tesseract, one common example in this is OCRFeeder is free and open source software which has the property to support all the command line in OCR engines virtually.

D. Tesseract for C#

In order to use Tesseract in our C# project we have to download tesseract-3.02.02-win32-lib-include-dirs.zip. But the major issue is that it is built with the Visual Studio 2008 and other VS do not support it. Thus in order to utilize it in VS 2010 or VS 2013 we will have to look at the ‘.Net wrapper’ for tesseractOCR that the mentioned project has to be testing more VS versions. As Tesseract and leptonica binaries have been compiled with VS 2010, so one need to ensure that the VS 2010 runtime is installed. In order to add wrapper in VS 2012 or VS 2010 following procedure must be adopted [21] [9] [3].

1) In order to use Tesseract in your c# project you need to make sure that you have downloaded the tesseract language data files.

2) Then either you can use the internet to download the Tesseract package or you can use the NuGet Package to download it. NuGet Package is a service provided by the Visual Studio Package Manager Console.

3) You have to make sure that Visual Studio 2012 x86 & x64 runtimes are installed in your PC, because this Tesseract package was developed in Visual Studio 2012.

4) Check that the language data files are of version 3.02. Make sure that all the files in language data folder are set to “Copy to output directory”

FUNCTIONALITY OF TESSERACT

Tesseract provides numerous functionalities but the prime functionality is the usage of Tesseract Engine as it takes arguments which include the data folder where all the languages are saved. The language short form for example for the English “eng” is used and for the Arabic “ar” is used etc. It also takes the argument of EngineMode which is of 4 types and each has their own pros and cons [21].

- Default
- Tesseract Only
- CubeOnly
- Tesseract And Cube

Default give an average result which is neither the fastest nor it is the quickest. Default option instructs the engine to infer the best mode from the other three modes based on the language. TesseractOnly uses the Tesseract part of the engine only which is the fastest in terms of computation. CubeOnly uses the Cube part of the engine only it is slower than Tesseract but has better accuracy. Combined mode runs both Tesseract and Cube modes and combines the results for the best accuracy but it slows down the speed of computation.

It offers a functionality of Object, also the process in which the image is passed as an argument. Make sure to add the effect of black and white to the image for better result. It returns the result to another object from with the text is extracted using ‘Object.GetText’. It returns the string which contains the text present in the image.

IMPLEMENTATION

After downloading tesseract library we have implemented it using its functions and classes. Firstly the images are taken which are fonts based. Tesseract uses a different format for the images used as that of ‘Pix’. That is, which is different from that of Bitmap format and they cannot be applied to each other implicitly. For that a “PixToBitmap” and “BitmapToPix” converter is required. The confidence level is being checked i.e. similarity between the original text that the image possesses and text that is scanned to from image in txt format. In font based images the confidence level is pretty good. But when it comes to handwritten text again there is an issue regarding the size of image as well as resolution. We have captured the difference taken as sample through camera but when tesseract functionality is being implemented the image is not detected and nothing is shown as output. Because image resolution i.e. pixels were very large and is unable to be detected by Tesseract. After resizing the images again those samples are tested now the results are much different. Most of the characters are recognized and confidence level is also being increased. Means text of handwritten images can easily be recognized using
Tesseract library functions. Similarly there are functions used to crop image. This function is usually used to remove unnecessary borders and to get only the required portion that contains the text so that it can easily be recognized.

A. Training Set

Training Set is an approach of detecting handwritten text from an image. In this approach a database/folder of similar images of the alphabets are being saved (Samples of alphabets). All the possible shapes of handwritten alphabets are kept there and from this training set the handwritten alphabets are compared. This is not a very efficient way because its accuracy is very low, it operates better in controlled environment which is hard to maintain.

RESULT AND OBSERVATION

We took different types of samples which included font based wallpapers, images from Facebook, handwritten samples which included simple ones and complex ones. The simple ones were the one which had the letters written separately and they were straight (non-italic) and the complex samples included joining handwriting and characters too close to each other. We observed the output of these samples with all the Engine Modes of tesseract and we observed much deviation, besides we observed other problems and constraints as well.

It was observed that the images which were to be detected if they were taken from the camera or they had high resolution then the result were null. This was due to the difference in the size of fonts. Images having “1920 x 1080” dimension had font size very large if they were compared to an average image so the Tesseract function finds it difficult to detect it. The images were resized to lower resolution which has dimension < 500 pixels were easily detected. More over the blurry images, the images with distorted pixels or text in which alphabets were too much close gave inaccurate result.

A comparison between the text before resizing and after resizing the image is shown below in the figure 1.

![Fig.1. Test case: a resized image](image1)

![Fig.2. Test case: not a resized image](image2)

The use of crop, sepia, Gray, blur and sharpening in the image made the output accuracy a bit higher. Cropping the image allows us to detect the text from an image where other different backgrounds were there and if we detected the image like that, a lot of errors were expected. Thus cropping effect allowed us to remove those backgrounds and select only the textual part from the image, from which the detection could be made.

A. Confidence Level

Confidence level is the percentage of text recognized by the image out of total text. At first using OpenCV functionality the confidence level was around 50% but with the usage of Tesseract, it improved a lot. The confidence level in case of font based images is from 60 to 90 percent which is fair enough because the text based recognition is basically probabilistic System i.e. 100% accuracy cannot be achieved in this process. On the other hand handwritten text has confidence level from 50 to 60% which is approximately good [11].

B. Camera Captured Images:

When the images are captured through a camera and were tested they have shown the results with 0 confidence level. The reason is that the images taken through camera have high resolution power but the images that needed to be tested using Tesseract must have resolution up to 200 pixels. So in order to make them appropriate for testing we have resized the image to get the required results. After resizing again when image is tested it gives the text with the confidence level from 50 to 60% [11] [20].

All those images those are in the format built-in Calibri or New Times Roman font etc. They are font based images like the wallpapers we use which have text written on it. These images...
can easily be detected and give accurate results if being recognized by Tesseract.

C. Handwritten images

In this case we usually take paper, writes something using a marker that is easily visible. Then the image is captured using camera and is recognized using Tesseract. The output is usually not exactly similar to the image but there is 50 to 60% similarity which can be increased to 70 to 75% by using better image quality and clear handwritten text. The Fig 3 (graph) depicts the accuracy of text in an image. depicts the accuracy of text in an image.

![Graph showing accuracy of text in images](image)

The different aspects between the outputs from the font based images and the handwritten text are (either complex or simple) are shown in the following figure 4. One can clearly see that the images from complex handwriting do not make any sense at all. The accuracy is almost 0% here but in some cases it can increase up to 10 %, although the handwritten simple and font based text gives an appreciable result.

![Output from Handwritten & Font based images](image)

**Fig.3.** Depicts the accuracy of text in an image

**Fig.4.** Output from Handwritten & Font based images

**CONCLUSION**
In the following while working with the different test scenarios and test cases, we have concluded that the Tesseract (OCR) is the most efficient library available for OCR in C#. Further Tesseract (OCR) has the capacity as well as the capability of improving the efficiency and accuracy with the help of the training sets. It is perfect for the font based scenarios but it is also that of particular interest that the handwritten detection is better as compared to any other present libraries within C#. The accuracy of text detection depends upon the detailed factions and factors discussed in the different sections of this study (work) and it can be improved as well as illustrated with the different samples. The following limited case scenario (experiment) and samples which we have worked on show the results & assumptions in context to the font based accuracy as well as with the textual based ratios as depicted in the particular graph in section 5. Finally the observed Text detection is also used in the different number automobiles plate detections scenarios and also with the different mobile applications as well.
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